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Abstract

constraints or distractions by "the computer",whichis
present only as wall-sized (3D stereoscopic) images and
sounds (but no keyboard, mouse,wires, wands,etc.).
VizSpaceemployscontinuous speech recognition for voice
input (IBMViaVoice), machine-vision input of full-body
gesture, and a high-bandwidthnetwork for access to 3D
data. It is a deviceless descendantof the Put That There
system (Bolt 1980) at MITand of VIDEODESK
and other
work by Krueger (Krueger 1990). VizSpace takes the
deviceless approach used in "Perceptive Spaces" by Wren
et al. (Wrenet al. 1997a)and emphasizesvoice/gesture
input fusion, as in the workby Keens, Sparrell, and Thorisson (Keens, Sparrell, and Thorisson 1993; Thorisson 1997)
at MIT.The VizSpaceis implementedrelatively inexpensively using commonhardware and muchoff-the-shelf
software.

TheVisualizationSpace("VizSpace")is a visual computing
systemcreatedas a testbed for devicelessmultimodal
user
interfaces. Continuous
voice recognitionand passive
machinevision providetwochannelsof interaction with
computergraphicsimageryon a wall-sizeddisplay. Users
gesture (e.g., point) and speakcommands
to manipulateand
navigatethroughvirtual objects andworlds.Voicedcommandsare combined
withseveral types of gestures-fullbody,deictic, symbolicandiconic-to allowusers to interact
using only these natural human-to-human
communication
skills. Thesystemis implemented
ona single (high-end)
IBMPC,yet providescomfortably
interactive rates. It allows
for rapid testing of voice/visionmultimodal
input andrapid
prototypingof specific multimodal
applicationsfor natural
interaction.
Introduction
Humansdiscover and understand their world through interactive visual sensations. Wespeak, point, gesture, or move
things around, but our information machinesdo not use
these rich and intuitive communications
channel. To
accommodatehumans, computers must be designed to hear,
see, and (eventually) understand natural humancommunications. Wehave created an intelligent environment-the
"Visualization Space" (or "VizSpace")- that employs
deviceless voice and vision multimodalinput. The
VizSpaceprovides a testbed for unencumbered,userindependent,deviceless interfaces, and is directed towarda
numberof future applications: scientific visualization,
medical imaging, entertainment, training and education.
The VizSpace "hears" users’ voice commands
and "sees"
their gestures and bodypositions, allowingusers to collaborate in a shared workspaceusing interactive visual computing. Interactions are natural, morelike human-to-human
interactions. Users are free to focus on virtual objects and
information and understanding and thinking, with minimal

Description

of Visualization

Space

Our Visualization Space is a room(about 4x8 meters)
whereone wall is a rear-projection display (with an image
of 2.5-meter in width). The users see no computerboxes, no
keyboards, no pointing devices. A camerais hidden above
the display, and (for now)a user wears a wireless microphone. The user can walk into the roomand immediately
begin to interact with VizSpacewithout the need to sit,
type, or to strap on any technology(with the current exception of clipping on the microphone).Users navigate through
virtual worlds and manipulatevirtual objects that are
displayed on the large display.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the VizSpace. The two
input channels are the voice and vision. Voiceand live
video are each digitized and processed using a single IBM
PC, also responsible for integrating these inputs with application software (e.g., a VRML
browser) and rendering
computergraphics for visual feedback.
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Figure1: A schematic
of the Visualization Space.Thetwo input channels- voice andvision - are combined
to control
applicationsrunningon a single IBMPC.Visual outputis displayedona large projectiondisplay.

"grab

that

....

leaveit there"

Figure2: A typical interaction with the VizSpace.
Theauthor(MarkLucente)moves
a virtual object (the Earth) by pointing
and speaking.

Voice
VizSpace employs IBM’s ViaVoice continuous-speech
dictation system to convert user-independentspeech into
text strings. Voicecommands
are specified by the application as a list of grammars.Whena user speaks, the
ViaVoiceengine (running on the PC’s central processor)
looks for phrases that match the commandgrammars, and
passes each match(or lack thereof), including a time-stamp,
to the integration program. ViaVoicehas a 40,000-word
vocabulary which can be expandedthrough training. The
current system uses a single microphonewornby one user.
Weare working to movethe microphoneaway from the
users and embedit in the walls of the room. Evenan
untrained ViaVoiceengine functions well as a speakerindependent command-phase
recognizer, and it is used to
provide voice input from multiple speakers. ViaVoicealso
provides built-in speech generation software, which we use
to provide audible verbal feedbackto the user.

¯ synchronizing voice and vision information,
¯ interpreting a user’s gestures,
¯ determining the validity of certain voice commands,
¯ passing user location and gesture information to the
application.
Synchronization is crucial to the multimodalinput
system. Voice information carries a time-stamp. As
currently implemented,Intergrate assumesa consistent
latency in the vision channel from momentof capture.
Intergrate buffers approximatelyone second(an upper limit
to the latency in the of voice channel) of vision information,
selecting the momentthat matchesthe voice timestamp.
Synchronization is particularly important for a command
such as "get rid of that" in whichthe user points to the
undesired object briefly (during the speakingof the
command).
Interpretation of gestures involves combiningthe spatial
location and motion of the user’s head and hands. Several
such gestures are discussed as Examplesof Interaction. An
importantexampleis to calculate the direction of the user’s
pointing gestures (for each hand) using a simple technique.
The difference vector betweenthe absolute coordinates of
the headand (pointing) hand are used to bilinearly interpolate pointing direction. The direction is combinedwith the
user’s distance to the screen, and the lateral location of the
head. At initialization, the user is askedto point to four
targets (morereliable than only two) and to read in turn the
wordon each target. Intergrate uses the head-handvector
for each target to calibrate the system. Wehave found that
users of different heights and different styles of pointing
have remarkablyconsistent and extremely repeatable pointing gestures.
Interpretation of pointing gestures is typical of Intergrate’s role in validating commands.For example, whena
user uses deictic words(e.g., "there" or "that" as in "grab
that" or "leave it there"), Intergrate first determinesthe
pointing direction of both the left and right hands. In the
usual case, one handperformsa valid pointing gesture (i.e.,
in the direction of the active area of the display’s screen),
and Intergrate passes the valid pointing information along
with the specific instruction to the application. If neither
pointing gesture is valid, the command
is ignored, and the
user is askedto clarify. If both are valid, Intergrate simply
takes the average.
In addition to converting voice commands
to instructions
for the applications, Intergrate provides a stream of user
location information. For example,the user is generally
welcometo moveabout the room, and Intergrate converts
user head location to an eyepoint location and instructs the
application to update the rendered imageappropriately.
Handlocations and pointing directions (and their validity)
are continuouslyprovided so that the application can inter-

Vision
Live video of the space in front of the display is digitized
and processed using a machine-vision system which runs
on a the PC’s central microprocessor. Humansnaturally
work in environmentswith visible ambient light; machine
vision provides non-invasive spatial sensing in such natural
settings. Weadapted the PersonFinder(or "Pfinder")
software developed at the MITMedia Laboratory (Wren et
al. 1997b).Pfinder uses a multi-class statistical modelof
color and shape to segment a person from a background
scene, and then to find and track people’s head, hands, feet,
and upper and lower body. Our version of Pfinder runs on
any IBM-compatible PC using a Win32-based OS. Using
this Pfinder-based machine-visioncode, the integration
programmonitors information about the three-dimensional
location of the user’s bodyparts: head, hands, feet, upper
and lower body, and centroid. No chroma-keyingor tracking devices are used. Typically, the color (YUV4:2:2)
images are downsizedfrom 640x480and processed at a
resolution of 160x120.
The vision system operates asynchronously, but is coded
to run with a fixed latency betweenthe reading in of a video
frame and the updating of person location information. This
crude substitute for an absolute timestampallows for
synchronization with voice commands.
Integration
The interface integration program(called "Intergrate")
combinesvoice and vision information and interprets it to
control one or morevisual applications. Our two categories
of interaction- navigation through and manipulation of
virtual objects - are relatively straightforward.Intergrate
keepstrack of the user’s desired actions and state, using (at
present) simple rules. Its primaryduties include
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actively moveor alter objects. For example,the user may
haveaskedto grab andobject andis moving
it by pointing
to a newlocation. Or, the user mayhaveaskedto interactively resize an object by holdingup both handsandadjusting their separation.

Scientific Visualization.Usingthe VizSpace,the interactive communication
of complexvisual conceptsis as easy
as pointingandspeaking.Userscan collaborate remotely
with users at other workspaces
and workstationsvia the
network,sendingvoiceand real-time video.

Implementationand Performance
To date wehave implementedVizSpaceboth on Unix
(AIX)platforms and on an IBMPCplatform. Both are
designedto workacross the network,so that different
processescan run on different machines.Becauseit is
simplest, the single IBM-PC
implementation
is described
here.
TheVisualization Spaceruns on a four-processorIBM
Netfinity 7000PCServer (512 KBcache/processorand
512 MBof RAM)running WindowsNT4.0. A PCI-bus
Snapper(ActiveImaging)providesvideodigitization,
downsizing,and conversionto YUV
fromthe analog
compositevideo provided by a standard CCD
camera. A
common
soundcard (Creative Labs SoundBlaster)provides
digitization of soundfromthe wireless microphone.
A
GLyderMP(Symmetric,Inc.) graphics accelerator card
providesrenderingsupport, includinggeometryprocessing,
for fast interactivegraphics.All other functions- voice
recognition,machinevision, input integration- are
performed
in the central processors.Interactiveapplications
are written directly with OpenGL
instructions, or are implementedusing a VRML
browserthat is based on the Cosmo
Player 2.0 for VRML
2.0 (CosmoSoftware)and controlled
as a slave process.
TheIBMPCprovides the computingpowerrequired to
performinteractionsat a comfortable
rate of interactivitymorethan ten updatesper second.Thevoice channelhas a
typical lag of 0.4 secondson continuousspeech.Thevision
channelruns at morethan ten frames/second,
with a latency
of less than 0.2 seconds.Mostof the computing
poweris
used by the machine-visionsystem.

Examplesof Interactions
TheVisualizationSpaceandits devicelessnatural interactivity are ideal for manyapplications:
EducationandEntertainment.
In location-basedentertainment(e.g., a virtual themepark), whereinterface
hardwareis often damaged
and dirtied, the hands-off
gadget-freeinterface of the VizSpace
allowsrobust
unobtrusiveinteraetivity. Virtual adventuresandwalkthroughs are morefun and memorable.Auser mighttake
anotheruser on a virtual tour of a historic site, the human
anatomy,or anotherplanet.
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Retail:Vacations,RealEstate.Plan a vacation,or look at
potential real-estate purchasesfor homeor business,simply
by walking,gesturing,andaskingfor information.Takea
virtualvisit to a tropicalislandto get a feel for yourpotential vacationsite. Orcheckout that factoryspacethat you
are planningto buy.Thenatural interactivity of the
VizSpace,combinedone-to-onescale of the displayed
imagery,providesa visceral effective experience.
Theseandother applicationsinvolvethe navigation
throughandmanipulation
of virtual objects. Intergrate
combinesvoiceinformationwith several types of interpreted gestures- full-body,deictic, symbolicandiconic andfacilitates interactionsthat utilize the voicemodality,
the bodyand/orgesturemodality,or both modalities:
¯ Voice:Usersmayask to visit a particular place(e.g.
"takemeto Athens"),or to controlan object(e.g., "spin
it", "make
it bigger"),or to navigate(e.g., "let’s
faster").
¯ Body/gesture:Usersmaycontrol navigationusing only
gesturesor bodylocation. For example,steppingto the
right causesa changein the direction of forwardmotion
- an exampleof full-bodygesture input.
¯ Voiceand body/gesture:Bothobject manipulationand
navigation involve manysuch combinations.
This third class-the fusion of speechand body/gestureis the mostinteresting. Forexample,if a user pointsand
asksto "put a boxthere", Intergratecalculatesthe user’s
deictic pointinggestureinformationandinstructs the applicationto create a boxprimitiveat the desiredlocation. The
user can "grabthat" object, selectingan objectby pointing
to it, andthenmovethe objectinteractivelyby pointingto a
newlocation. If an objecthas beenselected(by pointingto
it andsaying"select that"), a user cansay "makeit this
big", holdinghandsapart by a desired width-a use of
iconicgesture. Furthermore,
an object can be interactively
resizedor rotated in a similar way,beginningwith a
command
suchas "changeits size" or "rotate it like this",
followedby movement
of both hands, and endingwith a
command
suchas "this is good"or "leaveit like that".
Navigationalso utilizes multimodal
interactions. For
example,while movingforward,a user can alter course
headingby usinga lateral wavinggesture(as if clearing
dust off of a tabletop)witheither a left or right emphasis.
Thisuse of iconicgestureis particularlyeffective,as users
often to automaticallyexpressthemselvesthis way.

Current Focus and the Future
The first stage of VizSpacedevelopmentinvolved finding
and combiningtools to perform the computationally intensive voice and vision input functions. Multimodalexperiments followed, including a system with two
simultaneouslyactive users. Wehave three primary interrelated goals:
¯ rapidly explore new ideas in multimodalinput;
¯ create prototype systems for specific applications and
test their efficacy;
¯ begin to develop a layer of intelligence betweenthe
multimodalinput channels and the computational tasks,
i.e., create an interface that "understands"the users.
Our choices of hardware and software have been guided
by the first two goals. At present, we can create a demoor
application quickly simply by using a modelerto build a
virtual worldand then integrating a set of pertinent interactions. Wecontinue to create a lexicon of interactions
described by the relevant voice commandgrammarsand
spatial information. Sets of commands
can be shared
amongseveral applications, and particular commands
can
be altered as needed. The second goal - to determine what
specific applications benefit from this deviceless systeminspires us to generate new approachesand solutions, as
well as stimulating broader interest from the computer
industry. In addition to the wall-sized visual display, we are
testing a numberof different input and feedbackscenarios.
Visual feedbackcan be embedded
into a table top (great for
laying out Webpages, magazines, multimediastoryboards),
or use small displays (for educational and entertainment
applications on commondesktop computers). Systems can
utilize little or no visual feedback(appropriatefor a smartcar dashboardor smart kitchen). Additional modesof input
(e.g., sensors embedded
in carpets, walls and furniture) will
provide more robustness through redundant detection of
user location. Additional importantinput will include the
detection of gaze direction and hand pose, as well as user
identification using biometrics such as voice and face
recognition.
The interface must be moreintelligent- what does the
user really want?what does this user usually meanby that?
howcan the user be promptedto makethings clearer?
Addingunderstanding to the interface is a long-term and
difficult goal. However,
attemptsat artificial intelligence
tend to succeed in focussed realms. Combiningvoice and
vision information presents such an opportunity, beginning
with the simple but important case of knowingwhento
listen to a user. By understandingthe user (i.e,, seeing
whereusers are facing, knowingwhat activities have
preceded, perhapseven listening to tone of voice) a truly
multimodalinput interface can determine whena user is
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talking to the computerversus talking with other users.
Humanscommonlyuse indistinct phrases such as "makeit
a little bigger" whenmanipulatingobjects. The Intergrate
systemmust be progressively trained to the habits of a
given user to interpret this phrase: howmuchbigger? does
the user often ask for "bigger still" if the object size is
increased by only ten per cent? what does the user mean
whenthis type of object is being treated? Arbitration
becomescritical for multiuser systems. If two or moreusers
ask for different but operations, howare these commands
interpreted? Selecting only the first or loudest or longest
command
represents a loss of important information.
Therefore, a more intelligent interface wouldengagein
compromise,arbitration, or perhaps active solicitation and
negotiation- conversational interaction.

Conclusion
VizSpacehas demonstrated that simple deviceless multimodal user interface can be implementedinexpensively,
drawing on readily available hardwareand software. We
continue to use it to provide users with a natural interface,
and quick easy access to information and communications
channels. Users morequickly engage in their tasks as there
is little or no distraction frominterface hardware.Test
subjects have respondedby describing positive sensations
of "control" and "tangibility". Manysimply feel that the
computer"understands" the user, and on the user’s own
terms - using natural language and communicationsskills.
Equal in importance to this natural human-to-computer
interface is the natural feel of the human-to-human
interaction. Whenone user points to an object and says "makeit
red", other humanspresent in the VizSpaceautomatically
knowthe active user’s intentions. Moreover,they immediately learn howthey too can participate. Andbecause the
interface uses natural language, users are moreinclined to
express what they want, and to experimentwith the possibilities. For example,one youngvisitor (whocould not yet
read an instruction manual)was able to interact with the
VizSpaceafter only a one-minute demothat involved a few
spoken commands.Later, unprompted,he casually experimented with new voice commands,manyof which gave
immediateresults. Theseare encouraging observations as
weattempt to create the last interface that any user will ever
haveto learn: a deviceless interface that uses the skills of
speaking and gesturing that have been learned throughout
life and are performed naturally whencommunicatingwith
humans.
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